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The Pastor Speaks …..
Sense of the Sacred & Sacred Space :
Our Unworthiness in His Presence…
Sacred place, sacred silence and sacred time
are associated with regard to Divine Presence
and the disposition of human beings towards His
presence. Places where God appears to human beings and the
places that are dedicated to God are distinguished from the rest
of the places and are recognized thus. They are formally declared
as “sacred” and “holy”. Human beings hold them with high regard
and devotion: the place is holy and sacred as much God who
dwell there is “Holy.” People do not just enter these sacred places
any way they like. They are there with a sense of reverential fear
and awe. They are there with a sense of humility and surrender.
These are expressed in the bodily gestures and postures, and
symbolic acts like removing the ‘foot wear,’ washing of hands
and feet, covering the head with a cloth, etc. This we see present
across the religions and cultures, and, of course, these bodily
and other external expressions are inherited through the tradition.
All this is well founded on this fact: “human beings who believe
in the existence of God and strive to live in relationship with
God feel always unworthy and humbled to be in the presence
of that God who is all “Holy.” As they become conscious of
God’s presence, they become conscious of themselves and
their unworthiness. However, this does not deter them from
coming into His presence: the devotee cannot keep away from
God. They are always in need of His grace and His blessings!
Places where God appears (or appeared )are declared “Holy.”
We have many instances recorded in the Sacred Scriptures’, Holy
Bible, about God appearing in a certain place, and, either the
person recognizes and declares the place Sacred because God
appeared in that place or the person concerned himself is told that
the place where He is appearing is “holy.” One of the first instances
of God’s appearance to Jacob, during his sleep. “And behold, the
Lord stood above…and said, “I am the Lord, the God of Abraham,
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your father and the God of Isaac….”(Genesis 28:13-15). Jacob’s
response, “Surely the Lord is in this place; and I did not know it.”
And he was afraid, and said, “How awesome is this place! This is
none other than the house of God, and this is the gate of heaven.”
So Jacob rose early in the morning and he took the stone which
he had put under his head and set it up for a pillar and poured oil
on the top of it. He called the name of that place Bethel” (Genesis
28:16ff.). Jacob makes a vow, “If God will be with me, and will
keep me in this way that I go….then the Lord shall be my God,
and this stone which I have set up as a pillar shall be God’s
house…” (Gen 28:20-22). We have the appearance of God to
Moses in the burning bush, Exodus 3: 1ff. Unusual and unexpected
way God appears at Mount Horeb, the mountain of God: “There
the angel of the Lord appeared to him in a flame of fire out of a
bush; he looked, and the bush was blazing; yet it was not
consumed” (Exodus 3:2). And when Moses turned and drew near
to see the burning bush this is what happened: God called him
saying, “Moses, Moses,” and Moses replied, “Here I am.” Then
he (God) said, “Come no closer! Remove the sandals from your
feet, for the place on which you are standing is holy ground.” The
passage ends with these words: “And Moses hid his face, for he
was afraid to look at God.” (Exodus 3: 6). Prophet Elijah wraps his
face in his mantle and stood at the mouth of the cave to meet the
Lord in the “sound of sheer silence.” (1Kings 19: 13). All such
instances show that human beings will always find themselves
unworthy and inadequate before God. Once the place or the things
dedicated to God, they become or are to be seen as “sacred.”
Everyone cannot come near the sanctuary or touch what is
consecrated to God. In the latter part of the history of the People
of Israel, the “tent of the Ark of the Covenant” and the place where
the tent is ‘pitched’ was the most sacred and only designated
persons, and that too, after the purification rites of washing
themselves clean, they can go to the ‘tent of the Ark of the
covenant.’ We read in the second book of Samuel, chapter 6 that
Uzziah was killed when he tried to reach to the Ark of the Covenant.
And David was afraid of the Lord and out of fear he did not take
the Ark of the Lord into his care: “How can the ark of the Lord
come into my care?” (2 Sam.6:10). But, after knowing that the
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household of Obededom was blessed by the Lord because 'the
ark of the Lord' remained in his house for three months, he wanted
the ark of the Lord to be brought to the city of David. Eventually,
the “Temple in Jerusalem,” built and consecrated to God during
the reign of King Solomon, with the ark of the Lord placed in the
sanctuary, the temple becomes the “holy place,” “the place of
worship” and “the house of prayer.” We know from the account of
the “cleansing of the Temple” in the Gospels that there was
disregard towards “sanctity of the temple.” Neglect of the timely
care that is needed or the loss of the “sense of the Sacred in
the people,” lead to an erosion of respect and regard towards
the sacred places and sacred things.
Our Churches, Shrines and Chapels are the Sacred places:
For us members of the Christian community, our Churches,
especially the sanctuary with the Blessed Sacrament in the
tabernacle, consecrated and blessed, are sacred to the Lord. In
a special way God’s presence is in the Church. Therefore, when
approaching or entering into these Sacred places one should
acknowledge and manifest one’s ‘reverence’ and ‘humility’ in the
bodily gestures and actions. We acknowledge God and therefore
we enter with reverence and devotion. Involuntarily we focus our
attention on God in whose presence we are standing and accept
our unworthiness. A kind of silence fills our whole being. We
become conscious of the Holiness of God and our sinfulness.
This sort of experience will be possible when we come as
individuals into the sacred place deliberately with faith and
devotion, even if such visits are brief and occasional. However,
when the whole community gathers in large numbers for a
common celebration, not all devotees present are necessarly
conscious of being in the sacred place, in God’s presence!
Devotion and piety vary from person to person! Those individuals,
who are not fully present in this ‘Sacred place’ and in this ‘Sacred
time,’ can even cause disturbance to the general atmosphere.
Besides, the physical movements and the body language of such
individuals can be indicative of their un-involved presence at these
community celebrations. Still worse, if such individuals indulge in
speaking and distracting other persons sitting or standing next to
them. Liturgy of the Holy Eucharist and prayer gatherings when
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arranged outside the Church, it is not easy for the devotees to
be fully focused and conscious that they are in the “Sacred Space
and Sacred time.” Except for unavoidable situations, celebrating
inside the consecrated Church or Blessed Chapel should be
preferred. Care should be taken to provide the “conducive
ambience” by taking all the precautions so that there is reverence
and respect towards the “sacred space and sacred time!”

Conclusion: The believer or the devotee is reminded that he
or she should strive to be worthy to stand in the presence of the
Lord. In the Book of Job, we have these words: “How then can
a mortal be righteous before God? How can one born of
woman be pure? If even the moon is not bright and the stars
are not pure in his sight, how much less a mortal?” (Job 25:46). Psalmist poses the same question in Psalms 15 and 24, “O
Lord, who may abide in your presence? Who may dwell on
your holy hill?” (Ps. 15: 1, 24: 3). No one can be worthy. But,
then the psalmist says, “well, there is a way” and one can strive
to pursue that way!” In psalm 15 the way is spelt out: “those
who walk blamelessly, and do what is right, and speak the
truth from their heart; who do not slander with their tongue,
and do no evil to their friends, nor take up a reproach against
their neighbors; in whose eyes the wicked are despised, but
who honor those who fear the Lord, who stand by their oath
even to their hurt, and do not take a bribe against the innocent”
(Ps 15:2-5; see also 24:4-6). We are not perfect and holy, but
we can strive towards being perfect and holy. Our God has already
shown to us ‘the way of His commandments’ and ‘the way of the
Good News of the Kingdom proclaimed by Our Lord Jesus Christ.
The preparation for the celebration of the Paschal Mystery
during the ‘triduum’ is a fresh call and a fresh opportunity:
“You shall be holy, for I the Lord your God am holy” (Ex.19:2).

† Prakash Mallavarapu
Archbishop of Visakhapatnam
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ENGAGEMENTS
APRIL - 2022
02nd
03rd
06th
09th
11th
14th
15th
16th
17th
22nd
24th
25th
28th
29th
30th

Siluvagiri Feast, Vengapuram Parish, Mass at 10.00 a.m
Blessing of Mandapam, Yanam Parish, Mass at 3.00 p.m
Jeevagiri Feast, Hamsavaram Parish, Mass at 10.30 a.m
Charismatic Prayer Meeting , Kondadaba Parish, Mass at 11.30 a.m
Clergy Recollection & Chrism Mass
Maundy Thursday, Kailasapuram Parish, Mass at 6.30 p.m.
Good Friday: Way of the Cross, Rakshanagiri, at 6:00 a.m.
Celebration of the Passion, Vadlapudi Parish, at 3:00 p.m.
Easter Vigil Mass at St.Peter’s Cathedral, Gnanapuram at 10:30 p.m.
Feast day Mass, Draksharam Parish, at 5.30 p.m
Divine Mercy Feast, Ramachandrapuram Parish, Mass at 11.30 a.m
Divine Mercy Feast, Yesupuram Parish, Mass at 10.30 a.m.
Blessing of New Chapel, Bangaravalasa, Makkuva Parish, Mass at 10.00 a.m.
Inauguration of MSFS New Provincial House, Stella Maris, Chinna Waltair,
Mass at 5.30 p.m
TRPC ( Jyotirmai) Governing Board Meeting
Mass for Jesus Youth at 3.00 p.m

MAY - 2022
1st
2nd
3rd
5th
7th
8th
10th
11th
12th
13th
15th
16th
26th

Confirmations at ChinnaWaltair Parish, Mass at 8:30 a.m
Feast of St. Joseph, the Worker, Malkapuram Parish, Mass at 6.00 p.m
Silver Jubilee of Frs. Sleeva, Chinna, Edward, Manapuram Parish,
Mass at 6.00 p.m
Kanikara Matha Feast, Madugula Parish, Mass at 6.00 p.m
Blessing of Community Hall, Venkojipalem Parish at 7.00 p.m
Visit to Adoration Monastery, Nalgonda
Rakshanagiri Feast, Gnanapuram Parish, Mass at 5.30 p.m
New Chapel Blessing, Jodimamidi, Y.S. Valasa Parish, Mass at 10.00 a.m.
Feast Day, Makkuva Parish, Mass at 10.00 a.m.
Feast Day, Tallarevu Parish, Mass at 6.00 p.m.
Sabbavaram Parish, Feast Day Mass at 6.00 p.m.
Blessing of New Chapel, Narlavalasa, Salur-2, Marynagar, Mass at 9.30 a.m.
Guntur Diocese, Pathareddipalem Church Jubilee Mass at 10.00 a.m
Silver Jubilee of Rev. Fr. K. Rajashekar, Peddaboddepalli Parish

N.B.: Offices of Archbishop's House
will be closed from 16 May - 31 May, 2022
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COMMUNICATIONS
1. Chrism Mass & Recollection day will be on 11th April, Monday
in the Holy Week. Recollection will be from 9.30 a.m. To 1.30
p.m. and Chrism Mass will be at 5.45 p.m. at St Peter’s Cathedral,
Gnanapuram. All the priests are expected to come without fail.
Encourage the lay faithful to come for this mass.
2. As the Holy week is approaching, May I wish you all a Joyful
Easter! May all that is observed and celebrated during the Holy
Season of Lent lead us to the “renewed joy in Our Risen Lord! I
am sure the parish priests and their collaborators in the pastoral
work will take care to follow the guidelines given by the Church
for all the Liturgical Celebrations, especially during the Triduum.
It is not just spirit of the liturgical guidelines but it is the celebration
of our faith and a renewal of the baptismal grace in us and in
our faithful! I wish and pray for a meaningful and fruitful celebrations
in the Holy Week culminating in the Easter Vigil celebrations!
Happy Easter!
3. In this issue of the Newsletter we have printed the letter
from the Congregation for Clergy, Rome, addressed to the
priests about “Synodality and Synodal Church” and about what
is expected of the priests, especially those in the ‘pastoral care’
of the faithful. Each priest is invited to reflect and see how one
can work to promote a Synodal Church by facilitating and
promoting Communion, Participation, and Mission. This calls
for a sincere review of one’s being a priest in the given assigned
position in the Church and see whether one is truly committed
to promoting “Communion, Participation, and Mission. In a way,
it is an invitation to turn inward and initiate the conversion and
change needed to respond to this fresh invitation of the Church,
namely, to be a Synodal Church wherein there is the situation
of Communion, Participation, and Mission in the particular local
Church. Holy Father speaks so often about 'clericalism' and
others in and outside the Church also speak about Catholic
Church as a priest-centered Church. Often the parish priest or
associates do not give space for the laity. Even when the
provisions about are given parish councils and finance councils
by Church law, these are not formed very often or even when
formed these structures are not given due recognition. May all
the priests, especially those in the parish ministry, take the
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“Synod 2022 – 2023 with the theme, “Communion, Participation,
and Mission” seriously and should concretely take initiatives as a
response to the Church’s invitation to all of us. It is a listening to
the Church and responding to the Church. It is also a "listening"
Church in the local Church.
4. All the Parishes and Schools whose accounts are audited
as units of the Vizagapatam Diocesan Corporation Private
Ltd., should get the account books up to date and close the
account as on 31st March, 2022 and prepare all the necessary
things to submit for the auditing. Please follow the guidelines
regarding the cash book and ledger given by our auditors. If
help or clarifications are needed, please approach the procurator
or Mr. George, our accountant. For the amounts taken from the
Archbishop’s House, the accounts should be submitted to the
procurator’s office at the earliest possible. May all take this matter
seriously as in the present political scenario and frequent
changes in the ‘Income Tax’ department is introducing for the
Charitable Societies exempted from tax under 12A Certificate,
we need to be alert and accurate in accounting. Any one defaulter
can cause problems to the whole society.
5. Our Secretary’s Office is still waiting for some Parish Priests
to submit the “Annual Statistics of the Year 2021.” This is an
earnest appeal once again to all those who did not submit so
far. Further delay will make it a problem to finalize and send the
report to Rome through the Apsotolic Nunciature!
6. Good Friday collections and Lenten Campaign againest hunger
& Disease collections from the parishes and communities should
be submitted to the Office of the Procurator at the earliest
possible. This is in support of the work of the Universal Church
and charitable works of Caritas and Social Service Societies.
7. We offer our prayers for all our children and youth as they will
be preparing and writing final examinations of the academic year,
more especially for those who are writing 10th class and
Intermediate exams, and final semester exams by the collegegoing youth. May the teachers and parents continue to
accompany the children and youth! May God bless all the children
and youth with good health and self-confidence!
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Three Day Retreat at St. Anns Nursing College for Women
The Jesus Youth of Telugu Region planned a beautiful Spiritual
Retreat for the Nursing students of St. Anns Nursing College for
Women, Malkapuram from 18th to 20th March 2022. Each day of
the Retreat began with the Rosary at 6.30 by the students followed
by Action Song and meaningful Praise and Worship led mainly
by JY Gregory and others. In between Sessions, Action Songs
paved the way for greater spiritual involvement.
Day One Morning had the First Session on God’s Love by Vandana
Maria, a Senior JY from Hyderabad who took the retreatants into
the journey of God’s love. This was followed by the Second Session
on Trust in God by Senior JY Vijay Sunder who shared many
examples. In the afternoon there was a very relevant Session by
JY Raju Challagali, the Coordinator of TRJY on ‘Word of God’
followed by Holy Mass by Fr. Arji Prakash, Youth Director dwelling
on the theme ‘You are Mine’ (Session 4). Day One ended with a
touching Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament by JY Vandana Maria.
During the day there were testimonial sharings by JY Volunteers.
Day Two began with a Reflective Session 5 on ‘Sin’ by JY Vijay
Sunder which was relevant before the retreatants made a
confession later. Session 6 was on ‘Ten Commandments’ by JY
Vandana Maria following a skit by the JY Volunteers on ‘Jesus in
and out of the car’. All the Retreatants made a good confession,
while parallely Counselling for the young girls was taken by Sr.
Darshana and Sr. Nobel (FCC Vijayawada) Ms. Ramani Dhanaraj
(St. Joseph’s College for Women) and JY Vandana Maria, JY
Vanaja Prashanth (Senior Nurse from Hyderabad). Session 7 was
on ‘Jesus my Saviour’ by Ms. Ramani Dhanaraj with a testimony.
It was followed by Holy Mass on the theme (Session 8) on the
theme Transformation (2 Cor 5:17) by Fr. Arji Prakash. Session
9 was on ‘Holiness’ by Mrs. Vanaja Prashanth an experienced JY
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Nurse. Day Two ended with a very life changing renewing ‘Inner
Healing’ led by JY Vijay which led to inner healing in almost
everyone.
Day Three began with Personal Prayer Session 10 by Vinay Antony,
followed by a touching Session 11 on ‘Holy Spirit’ by Vandana
Maria. JY Vijay took Session 12 on ‘Gifts and Fruits of the Holy
Spirit’ after a creative spiritual skit on ‘Gifts of the Holy Spirit’ by
the JY Volunteers. The Post Lunch Session on Jesus Youth was
taken by Challagali Raju to inspire more girls to take Jesus Youth
seriously. Day Three ended with Holy Mass by Fr. Jacob Reddy,
MSFS and annointing and blessing of all the Retreatants. The
feedback from the young girls was the Retreat (especially
Adoration) changed their thinking and made them want to change
their lives to connect with God.

Paschathaapa Paadayatra to Koduru Matha Church
On 26.3.2022, under the direction and guidance of the Archbishop
of Visakhapatnam Archdiocese, His Grace Most Rev. Mallavarapu
Prakash, and auspices of the Director of Visakhapatnam Pastoral
Center, Rev. Fr. Arji Prakash, in collaboration with the Legion of
Mary and the Youth Commission, the faithful undertook a
Paschathapu Paadayatra (Penitential Walk) from Badangi (under
the Vizianagaram District jurisdiction) to Koduru Matha Church.
After they reached Badangi at 10.00 am, Rev Fr Ajay conducted
the Praise and Worship and from Badangi church, the faithful 750
(550 from Visakhapatnam Deanery who arrived in 11 buses) with
another 200 from Vizianagaram Deanery trudged along a 4 km
route praying and singing soulful hymns. They covered the 14
designated points (14 Stations of the Cross) amidst the blazing
hot sun in an attempt to walk at least a little like Our Lord Jesus
and reached the wonderful Koduru Mata shrine. Rev Fr. Yugal
Kumar celebrated Holy Mass with a beautiful Sermon after a
prayerful Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament which touched
everyone’s hearts. Though the Paschathaapa Yatra (Penitential
Walk) had a few initial hurdles and challenges, holding it the first
time on such a large scale within two Deaneries, the prayers of
the faithful and God’s mighty blessings made it a success.
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Besides, the support of a number of priests and faithful made the
Walk a success. Special thanks to Fr.Showraiah, the Parish Priest
of Manapuram for allowing the faithful to use their washrooms
and Rev Fr. Suresh, Badangi Parish Priest who arranged tea and
buttermilk for all the pilgrims and Adoration Service. Our grateful
thanks to Rev Fr. Morsa Rayappa for conducting Way of the Cross
with his choir group, Fr. Naidu for making all the arrangements
and Fr. Vimal for helping us with breakfast. Our heartfelt thanks
are due to Fr. Bunga Balaraju and Fr Paul for hearing confessions
and all the deacons and brothers for their unconditional support.
Fr. Arji Prakash, Director of Vizag Pastoral Centre conveyed his
special thanks to the Parish Priests of the various churches for
sending the faithful, Fathers and the Legionaries and Youth for
their wonderful support, participation and prayers for this
momentous event in the Season of Lent.

Upcoming Events in the coming months:
Keeping in mind that spiritual and faith formation including more
vocations for religious and priests are the need of the day the
Visakhapatnam Archdiocese is planning a number of Programmes
targeted towards this goal:

1. Vocation Camp: With an appeal to all Parish Priests to
encourage more young people to join the religious as Sisters and
Priests, there is an urgent need to organise a Vocation Camp
around May or June. The Pastoral Centre will inform the dates of
this Vocation Camp in the next newsletter.
2. Ongoing formation for young Clergy: There is a plan to
have ongoing formation of Three Days Program in the month of
June preferably for all young priests upto 15 yrs old in priesthood.
The correct schedule will be known in the special bulletin in a few
days from now.

3. Special retreat for girls: Keeping in mind how important
women are for a basic Christian family, there is a plan to arrange
a Special Retreat exclusively for Girls in collaboration with
Women’s Commission. The Schedule and dates will be intimated
in the special bulletin in the next month.
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CELEBRATION OF THE
SACRAMENT OF PENANCE
WITH THE ACT OF
CONSECRATION
TO THE IMMACULATE
HEART OF MARY
HOMILY OF HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS
Vatican Basilica

Friday, 25 March 2022
–––––––––––––––
In the Gospel reading for today’s Solemnity, the angel Gabriel
speaks three times in addressing the Virgin Mary.
The first is when he greets her and says, “Rejoice, full of grace, the
Lord is with you” (Lk 1:28). The reason to rejoice, the reason for
joy, is revealed in those few words: the Lord is with you. Dear
brother, dear sister, today you can hear those words addressed to
you. You can make them your own each time you approach God’s
forgiveness, for there the Lord tells you, “I am with you”. All too
often, we think that Confession is about going to God with dejected
looks. Yet it is not so much that we go to the Lord, but that he
comes to us, to fill us with his grace, to fill us with his joy. Our
confession gives the Father the joy of raising us up once more. It is
not so much about our sins as about his forgiveness. Our sins are
present but the forgiveness of God is always at the heart of our
confession. Think about it: if our sins were at the heart of the
sacrament, almost everything would depend on us, on our
repentance, our efforts, our resolves. Far from it. The sacrament
is about God, who liberates us and puts us back on our feet.
Let us recognize once more the primacy of grace and ask for the
gift to realize that Reconciliation is not primarily our drawing near
to God, but his embrace that enfolds, astonishes and overwhelms
us. The Lord enters our home, as he did that of Mary in Nazareth,
and brings us unexpected amazement and joy - the joy of
forgiveness. Let us first look at things from God’s perspective:
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then we will rediscover our love for Confession. We need this,
for every interior rebirth, every spiritual renewal, starts there, from
God’s forgiveness. May we not neglect Reconciliation, but
rediscover it as the sacrament of joy. Yes, the sacrament of joy,
for our shame for our sins becomes the occasion for an experience
of the warm embrace of the Father, the gentle strength of Jesus
who heals us, and the “maternal tenderness” of the Holy Spirit.
That is the heart of Confession.
Dear brothers and sisters, let us go forth and receive forgiveness.
And you, dear brother priests who are ministers of God’s
forgiveness, offer to those who approach you the joy of this
proclamation: Rejoice, the Lord is with you. Please set aside
rigidity, obstacles and harshness; may you be doors wide open
to mercy! Especially in Confession, we are called to act in the
person of the Good Shepherd who takes his sheep into his arms
and cradles them. We are called to be channels of grace that
pour forth the living water of the Father’s mercy on hearts grown
arid. If a priest does not approach Confession with this attitude,
it would be better for him to refrain from celebrating the sacrament.
A second time the angel speaks to Mary. She was troubled by
his greeting, and so he tells her, “Do not be afraid” (v. 30). The
first time he says, “The Lord is with you”. Now, the second time,
he says “Do not be afraid”. In the Scriptures, whenever God
appears to those who receive him, he loves to utter those
words: Do not be afraid! He says them to Abraham (cf. Gen 15:1),
repeats them to Isaac (cf. Gen 26:24), to Jacob (cf. Gen 46:3)
and so on, up to Joseph (cf. Mt 1:20) and Mary. Do not be afraid!
In this way, he sends us a clear and comforting message: once
our lives are open to God, fear can no longer hold us in thrall.
For fear can truly hold us in thrall. You, dear sister, dear brother,
if your sins frighten you, if your past worries you, if your wounds
do not heal, if your constant failings dishearten you and you seem
to have lost hope, please, do not be afraid. God knows your
weaknesses and is greater than your mistakes. God is greater
than our sins. He asks of you only one thing: that you not hold
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your frailties and sufferings inside. Bring them to him, lay them
before him and, from being reasons for despair, they will become
opportunities for resurrection. Do not be afraid! The Lords asks
us for our sins. This brings to mind the story of a monk in the
desert. He had given everything to God and lived a life of fasting,
penance and prayer. The Lord asked for more. “Lord, I gave you
everything”, said the monk, “what more is there?” The Lord replied,
“Give me yours sins”. Do not be afraid!
The Blessed Virgin Mary accompanies us: she cast her own anxiety
upon God. The angel’s proclamation gave her good reason to be
afraid. He proposed to her something unimaginable and beyond
her abilities, something that she could not handle alone: there
would be too many difficulties, problems with the Mosaic law, with
Joseph, with the citizens of her town and with her people. Yet Mary
did not object. Those words – do not be afraid – were sufficient for
her; God’s reassurance was enough for her. She clung to him, as
we want to do tonight. Yet so often we do the exact opposite. We
start from our own certainties and, when we lose them, we turn to
God. Our Lady, on the other hand, teaches us to start from God,
trusting that in this way everything else will be given to us
(cf. Mt 6:33). She invites us to go to the source, to the Lord, who
is the ultimate remedy against fear and emptiness in life. There
is a lovely phrase written above a confessional here in the Vatican
that reminds us of this. It addresses God with these words, “To
turn away from you is to fall, to turn back to you is to rise, to abide
in you is to have life” (cf. SAINT AUGUSTINE, Soliloquies I, 3).
In these days, news reports and scenes of death continue to enter
our homes, even as bombs are destroying the homes of many of
our defenceless Ukrainian brothers and sisters. The vicious war
that has overtaken so many people, and caused suffering to all,
has made each of us fearful and anxious. We sense our
helplessness and our inadequacy. We need to be told, “Do not
be afraid”. Yet human reassurance is not enough. We need the
closeness of God and the certainty of his forgiveness, which alone
eliminates evil, disarms resentment and restores peace to our
hearts. Let us return to God and to his forgiveness.
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A third time the angel speaks to Mary and says, “The Holy Spirit
will come upon you” (Lk 1:35). Again, the first time he says, “The
Lord is with you”. The second time his words are, “Do not be
afraid”. Now, he says, “The Holy Spirit will come upon you”. That
is how God intervenes in history: by giving his very Spirit. For in
the things that matter, our own strength is not enough. By
ourselves, we cannot succeed in resolving the contradictions of
history or even those of our own hearts. We need the wisdom
and gentle power of God that is the Holy Spirit. We need the
Spirit of love who dispels hatred, soothes bitterness, extinguishes
greed and rouses us from indifference. The Spirit gives us concord
because he is concord. We need God’s love, for our love is fragile
and insufficient. We ask the Lord for many things, but how often
we forget to ask him for what is most important and what he desires
most to give us: the Holy Spirit, the power to love. Indeed, without
love, what can we offer to the world? It has been said that a
Christian without love is like a needle that does not sew: it stings,
it wounds, and if it fails to sew, weave or patch, then it is useless.
I would dare to say that this person is not a Christian. This is why
we need to find in God’s forgiveness the power of love: the same
Spirit who descended upon Mary.
If we want the world to change, then first our hearts must change.
For this to happen, let us allow Our Lady to take us by the hand.
Let us gaze upon her Immaculate Heart in which God dwelt, “our
tainted nature’s solitary boast”. Mary is “full of grace” (v. 28), and
thus free from sin. In her, there is no trace of evil and hence, with
her, God was able to begin a new story of salvation and peace.
There, in her, history took a turn. God changed history by knocking
at the door of Mary’s heart.
Today, renewed by forgiveness, may we too knock at the door of
her immaculate heart. In union with the Bishops and faithful of
the world, I desire in a solemn way to bring all that we are presently
experiencing to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. I wish to renew to
her the consecration of the Church and the whole of humanity,
and to consecrate to her in a particular way the Ukrainian people
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and the Russian people who, with filial affection, venerate her as
a Mother. This is no magic formula but a spiritual act. It is an act
of complete trust on the part of children who, amid the tribulation
of this cruel and senseless war that threatens our world, turn to
their Mother. It is like what young children do when they are
scared; they turn to their mother for protection. We turn to our
Mother, reposing all our fears and pain in her heart and abandoning
ourselves to her. It means placing in that pure and undefiled heart,
where God is mirrored, the inestimable goods of fraternity and
peace, all that we have and are, so that she, the Mother whom
the Lord has given us, may protect us and watch over us.
Mary then uttered the most beautiful words that the angel could
bring back to God: “Let it be to me according to your word” (v.
38). Hers was no passive or resigned acceptance, but a lively
desire to obey God, who has “plans for welfare and not for evil”
(Jer 29:11). Hers was the most intimate sharing in God’s plan of
peace for the world. We consecrate ourselves to Mary in order
to enter into this plan, to place ourselves fully at the disposal of
God’s plans. After having uttered her “Fiat”, the Mother of God
set out on a long journey to the hill country, to visit a relative who
was with child (cf. Lk 1:39). She went with haste. I like to think
of this image of Our Lady going with haste. She comes with haste
to help and take care of us. May she now take our own journey
into her hands: may she guide our steps through the steep and
arduous paths of fraternity and dialogue, along the way of peace.

LET US PRAY
The Holy Father’s prayer intention:
For Health Care Workers – We pray for health care workers who
serve the sick and the elderly, especially in the poorest countries:
may they be adequately supported by governments and local
communities.
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POPE FRANCIS

GENERAL AUDIENCE
Paul VI Audience Hall
Wednesday, 9 February 2022

Catechesis on Saint Joseph: 11.
Saint Joseph, patron of good death.
Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!
In last week’s catechesis, once again inspired by the figure of Saint
Joseph, we reflected on the meaning of the communion of saints .
And starting precisely from this, today I would like to explore the
special devotion Christian people have always had for Saint Joseph
as the patron of a happy death; a devotion that arose from the
thought that Joseph had died, comforted by the presence of the
Virgin Mary and of Jesus, before he left the house of Nazareth.
There is no historical data, but since we no longer see Joseph in
public life, it is believed that he died there in Nazareth, with his
family. And Jesus and Mary accompanied him up to his death.
A century ago, Pope Benedict XV wrote: “through Joseph we go
directly to Mary, and through Mary to the origin of all holiness,
who is Jesus”. Both Joseph and Mary help us to go to Jesus. And
encouraging pious practices in honour of Saint Joseph, he
recommended one in particular, and it went like this: “Since he is
deservedly considered to be the most effective protector of the
dying, having expired in the presence of Jesus and Mary, it will
be the concern of the sacred Pastors to inculcate and encourage
[...] those pious associations that have been established to implore
Joseph on behalf of the dying, such as those ‘of the Good Death’,
of the ‘Transit of Saint Joseph’ and ‘for the Dying”. (cf. Motu proprio:
Bonum Sane, 25 July 1920): they were the associations of the
time.
Dear brothers and sisters, perhaps some people think that this
language and this theme are only a legacy of the past, but in
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reality, our relationship with death is never about the past — it is
always present. Speaking about himself a few days ago, Pope
Benedict said, that he “is before the dark door of death”. It is
good to thank Pope Benedict, who at 95, has the clarity [of mind]
to tell us this. “I am before the obscurity of death, at the dark door
of death”. It is good advice that he has given us. The so-called
“wellness” culture tries to remove the reality of death, but the
coronavirus pandemic has brought it back into focus in a dramatic
way. It was terrible: death was everywhere, and many brothers
and sisters lost loved ones without being able to be near them,
and this made death even harder to accept and process. A nurse
told me that a grandmother with Covid was dying, and she said to
her, “I would like to say goodbye to my family, before I leave”. And
the nurse bravely took out her mobile phone and put her in touch
with them. The tenderness of that farewell…
Nevertheless, we try in every way to banish the thought of our
finite existence, thus deluding ourselves that we can remove its
power and dispel fear. But Christian faith is not a way of exorcising
the fear of death; rather, it helps us to face it. Sooner or later, we
will all pass through that door.
The true light that illuminates the mystery of death comes from
the Resurrection of Christ. This is the light. And Saint Paul writes:
“Now if Christ is preached as raised from the dead, how can some
of you say that there is no resurrection of the dead? But if there is
no resurrection of the dead, then Christ has not been raised; if
Christ has not been raised, then our preaching is in vain and your
faith is in vain” (1 Cor 15: 12-14). There is one certainty: Christ is
resurrected, Christ is risen, Christ is alive among us. And this is
the light that awaits us behind that dark door of death.
Dear brothers and sisters, it is only through faith in resurrection
that we can face the abyss of death without being overwhelmed
by fear. Not only that: we can restore a positive role to death.
Indeed, thinking about death, enlightened by the mystery of Christ,
helps us to look at all of life through fresh eyes. I have never seen
a removals van behind a hearse! Behind a hearse: I have never
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seen one. We will go alone, with nothing in the pockets of our shroud:
nothing. Because a shroud has no pockets. This solitude of death:
it is true, I have never seen a hearse followed by a removals van. It
makes no sense to accumulate, if one day we will die. What we
must accumulate is charity and the ability to share, the ability not
to remain indifferent when faced with the needs of others.
Otherwise, what is the point of arguing with a brother or with a
sister, with a friend, with a relative, or with a brother or sister in
faith, if then one day we will die? What is the point in being angry,
in getting angry with others? Before death, many issues are put
into perspective. It is good to die reconciled, without grudges and
without regrets! I would like to say one truth: we are all on our way
towards that door, all of us.
The Gospel tells us that death comes like a thief. This is what
Jesus tells us: it arrives like a thief, and however much we try to
keep its arrival under control, perhaps even planning our own
death, it remains an event that we must reckon with, and before
which we must also make choices.
Two considerations stand for us Christians. The first: we cannot
avoid death, and precisely for this reason, after having done
everything that is humanly possible to cure the sick, it is immoral
to engage in overzealous treatment (cf. Catechism of the Catholic
Church, no. 2278). That phrase of the faithful people of God, of
the simple people: “Let him die in peace”, “help him to die in peace”:
such wisdom! The second consideration instead concerns the
quality of death itself, the quality of pain, of suffering. Indeed, we
must be grateful for all the help that medicine is striving to give,
so that through so-called “palliative care”, every person who is
preparing to live the last stretch of their life can do so in the most
humane way possible. However, we must be careful not to confuse
this help with unacceptable drifts towards killing. We must
accompany people towards death, but not provoke death or
facilitate any form of suicide. Remember that the right to care and
treatment for all must always be prioritised, so that the weakest,
particularly the elderly and the sick, are never rejected. Life is a
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right, not death, which must be welcomed, not administered. And
this ethical principle concerns everyone, not just Christians or
believers.
I would like to underline a real social problem. That “planning” - I
don’t know if it is the right word - but accelerating the death of the
elderly. Very often we see in a certain social class that the elderly,
since they do not have means, are given fewer medicines than
they need, and this is inhuman; this is not helping them, it is driving
them towards death earlier. This is neither human nor Christian.
The elderly should be cared for as a treasure of humanity: they
are our wisdom. Even if they do not speak, or if they do not make
sense, they are still the symbol of human wisdom. They are those
who went before us and have left us many beautiful things, many
memories, much wisdom. Please, do not isolate the elderly, do
not accelerate the death of the elderly. To caress an elderly person
has the same hope as caressing a child, because the beginning
of life and the end are always a mystery, a mystery that should be
respected, accompanied, cared for, loved.
May Saint Joseph help us to live the mystery of death in the best
possible way. For a Christian, a good death is an experience of
the mercy of God, that comes close to us even in that last moment
of our life. Even in the Hail Mary, we pray asking Our Lady to be
close to us “at the hour of our death”. Precisely for this reason, I
would like to conclude this catechesis by praying together to Our
Lady for the dying, for those who are experiencing this moment
of passage through this dark door, and for the relatives who are
experiencing bereavement. Let us pray together:
Hail Mary…
––––––––––––––––––
Wednesday, 16 February 2022
Catechesis on Saint Joseph: 12.
Saint Joseph, Patron of the Church
Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!
Today we conclude the series of catecheses on the figure of Saint
Joseph. These catecheses are complementary to the Apostolic
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Letter Patris corde, written on the occasion of the 150th anniversary
of the proclamation of Saint Joseph as Patron of the Catholic
Church by Blessed Pius IX. But what does this title mean? What
does it mean that Saint Joseph is “patron of the Church”? I would
like to reflect on this today with you.
In this case too, the Gospels provide us with the most correct key
to interpretation. In fact, at the end of every story in which Joseph
is the protagonist, the Gospel notes that he takes the Child and
His mother with him and does what God has ordered him to do
(cf. Mt 1:24; 2:14, 21). Thus, the fact that Joseph’s task is to protect
Jesus and Mary stands out. He is their principal guardian: “Indeed,
Jesus and Mary His Mother are the most precious treasure of our
faith” [1] (Apostolic letter Patris corde, 5). And this treasure is
safeguarded by Saint Joseph.
In the plan of salvation, the Son cannot be separated from the
Mother, from the one who “advanced in the pilgrimage of faith and
faithfully persevered in her union with her Son even to the Cross”
(Lumen Gentium, 58), as the Second Vatican Council reminds us.
Jesus, Mary and Joseph are in a sense the primordial nucleus of
the Church. Jesus is Man and God; Mary, the first disciple, is the
Mother; and Joseph, the guardian. And we too “should always
consider whether we ourselves are protecting Jesus and Mary,
for they are also mysteriously entrusted to our own responsibility,
care and safekeeping” (Patris corde, 5). And here there is a very
beautiful trace of the Christian vocation: to safeguard. To safeguard
life, to safeguard human development, to safeguard the human
mind, to safeguard the human heart, to safeguard human work.
The Christian - we could say - is like Saint Joseph: he must
safeguard. To be a Christian is not only to receive the faith, to
confess the faith, but to safeguard life, one’s own life, the life of
others, the life of the Church. The Son of the Most High came into
the world in a condition of great weakness: Jesus was born like
this, weak, weak. He wanted to be in need of being defended,
protected, cared for. God trusted Joseph, as did Mary, who found
in him the bridegroom who loved and respected her and always
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took care of her and the Child. “In this sense, Saint Joseph could
not be other than the Guardian of the Church, for the Church is the
continuation of the Body of Christ in history, even as Mary’s
motherhood is reflected in the motherhood of the Church. In his
continued protection of the Church, Joseph continues to protect the
child and his mother , and we too, by our love for the Church,
continue to love the Child and His mother ” (ibid.).
This Child is the One who will say: “Truly, I say to you, as you did it
to one of the least of these my brethren, you did it to me”
(Mt 25:40). Therefore, every person who is hungry and thirsty,
every stranger, every migrant, every person without clothes, every
sick person, every prisoner is the “Child” whom Joseph looks after.
And we are invited to safeguard these people, these our brothers
and sisters, as Joseph did. That is why he is invoked as protector
of all the needy, the exiled, the afflicted, and even the dying - we
spoke about this last Wednesday. And we too must learn from
Joseph to “safeguard” these goods: to love the Child and His
mother; to love the Sacraments and the people of God; to love
the poor and our parish. Each of these realities is always the
Child and His mother (cf. Patris corde, 5). We must safeguard
because, with this, we safeguard Jesus, as Joseph did.
Nowadays it is common, it is an everyday occurrence, to criticise
the Church, to point out its inconsistencies - there are many - to
point out its sins, which in reality are our inconsistencies, our
sins, because the Church has always been a people of sinners
who encounter God’s mercy. Let us ask ourselves if, deep in our
hearts, we love the Church as she is, the People of God on a
journey, with many limitations, but with a great desire to serve
and to love God. In fact, only love makes us capable of speaking
the truth fully, in a non-partisan way; of saying what is wrong, but
also of recognising all the goodness and holiness that are present
in the Church, starting precisely with Jesus and Mary. Loving the
Church, safeguarding the Church and walking with the Church.
But the Church is not that little group that is close to the priest
and commands everyone, no. The Church is everyone, everyone.
On a journey. Safeguarding one another, looking out for each
other. This is a good question: when I have a problem with
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someone, do I try to look after them, or do I immediately condemn
them, speak ill of them, destroy them? We must safeguard, always
safeguard!
Dear brothers and sisters, I encourage you to ask for the
intercession of Saint Joseph precisely in the most difficult times
in your life and in that of your communities. Where our mistakes
become a scandal, let us ask Saint Joseph to give us the courage
to speak the truth, ask for forgiveness, and humbly begin again.
Where persecution prevents the Gospel from being proclaimed,
let us ask Saint Joseph for the strength and patience to endure
abuse and suffering for the sake of the Gospel. Where material
and human resources are scarce and make us experience poverty,
especially when we are called to serve the last, the defenceless,
the orphans, the sick, the rejected of society, let us pray to Saint
Joseph to be Providence for us. How many saints have turned to
him! How many people in the history of the Church have found in
him a patron, a guardian, a father!
Let us imitate their example, and let us pray all together for this
today: Let us pray to Saint Joseph with the prayer that I put at the
end of the Letter Patris corde, entrusting to him our intentions
and, in a special way, the Church that suffers and is in trial. And
now, you have in your hands in various language - in four, I think
- the prayer; and I think that it will also be on the screen, so that
together, each one can pray to Saint Joseph, in their language.
Hail, guardian of the Redeemer,
Spouse of the Virgin Mary.
To you God entrusted His only Son;
in you Mary placed her trust;
with you Christ became man.
Blessed Joseph, to us too,
show yourself to be a father,
and guide us in the path of life.
Obtain for us grace, mercy and courage,
and defend us from every evil. Amen.
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Wednesday, 23 February 2022

Catechesis on Old Age
Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!
We have finished the catecheses on Saint Joseph. Today we
begin a catechetical journey that seeks inspiration in the Word of
God on the meaning and value of old age. Let us reflect on old
age. For some decades now, this stage of life has concerned a
veritable “new people”, who are the elderly. There have never
been so many of us in human history. The risk of being discarded
is even more frequent: never as many as now, never as much
risk of being discarded as now. The elderly are often seen as ‘a
burden’. In the dramatic first phase of the pandemic it was they
who paid the highest price. They were already the weakest and
most neglected group: we did not notice them too much when
they were alive, we did not even see them die. I also found this
Charter on the rights of the elderly and the duties of the
community: this was edited by governments, it is not edited by
the Church, it is a secular thing: it is good, it is interesting, to
know that the elderly have rights. It will be good to read it.
Together with migration, old age is one of the most urgent issues
facing the human family at this time. It is not just a question of
quantitative change; the unity of the stages of life is at stake: that
is, the real point of reference for understanding and appreciating
human life in its entirety. We ask ourselves: is there friendship, is
there cooperation between the different stages of life, or do
separation and being discarded prevail?
We all live in a present where children, young people, adults and
the elderly coexist. But the proportion has changed: longevity
has become a mass [phenomenon] and, in large parts of the
world, childhood is distributed in small doses. We have talked
about the winter demographic as well; an imbalance that has
many consequences. The dominant culture has as its sole model
the young adult, that is, a self-made individual who always remains
young. But is it true that youth contains the full meaning of life,
while old age simply represents its emptying and loss? Is that
true? Only youth has the full meaning of life, and old age is the
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emptying of life, the loss of life? The exaltation of youth as the
only age worthy of embodying the human ideal, coupled with
contempt for old age, seen as frailty, as decay or disability, has
been the dominant image of 20th-century totalitarianism. Have
we forgotten this?
The lengthening of life has a structural impact on the history of
individuals, of families and societies. But we must ask ourselves:
are its spiritual quality and its communal sense objects of thoughts
and love that are consistent with this fact? Should the elderly
perhaps have to apologise for their stubbornness in surviving at
the expense of others? Or can they be honoured for the gifts
they bring to everyone’s sense of life? In fact, in the representation
of the meaning of life — and precisely in so-called ‘developed’
cultures — old age has little incidence. Why? Because it is
regarded as an age that has no special content to offer, nor
meaning of its own to live. Moreover, there is a lack of
encouragement for people to seek them out, and there is a lack
of education for the community to recognise them. In short, for
an age that is now a decisive part of the community space and
extends to a third of the entire life span, there are — at times —
care plans, but not projects of existence. Care plans, yes; but not
plans to let them live to the full. And this is a void of thought, of
imagination and of creativity. Underneath this [way of thinking],
what makes a vacuum is that the elderly are throwaway material:
in this throwaway culture, the elderly are like throwaway material.
Youth is beautiful, but eternal youth is a very dangerous
hallucination. Being old is just as important — and beautiful — it
is equally important as being young. Let us remember this. The
alliance between generations, which restores all ages of life to
the human, is our lost gift and we have to get it back. It must be
found, in this throwaway culture and in this culture of productivity.
The Word of God has much to say about this covenant. A short
while ago, we heard the prophecy of Joel: “your old men shall
dream dreams and your young men shall see visions” (2:28). It
can be interpreted as follows: when the elderly resist the Spirit,
burying their dreams in the past, the young can no longer see the
things that must be done to open up the future. When, on the
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other hand, the old communicate their dreams, the young see
clearly what they have to do. Young people who no longer question
the dreams of the old, aiming headlong at visions that do not go
beyond their noses, will struggle to carry their present and bear
their future. If grandparents fall back on their melancholies, young
people will look even more to their smartphones. The screen
may stay on, but life will die out before its time. Isn’t the most
serious backlash of the pandemic precisely in the sense of loss
of the young? The old have resources of life already lived that
they can call upon at any moment. Will they stand by and watch
young people lose their vision, or will they accompany them by
warming their dreams? Faced with the dreams of the old, what
will the young do?
The wisdom of the long journey that accompanies old age to its
close must be experienced as an offer of meaning to life, not
consumed as the inertia of its survival. If old age is not restored
to the dignity of a humanly worthy life, it is destined to close itself
off in a despondency that robs everyone of love. This challenge
of humanity and civilisation requires our commitment and God’s
help. Let us ask the Holy Spirit for this. With these catecheses on
old age, I would like to encourage everyone to invest their thoughts
and affections in the gifts it carries with it and to the other stages
of life. Old age is a gift for all stages of life. It is a gift of maturity,
of wisdom. The Word of God will help us discern the meaning
and value of old age; may the Holy Spirit grant us too the dreams
and visions we need.
And I would like to emphasise, as we heard in the prophecy of
Joel at the beginning, that the important thing is not only that the
elderly occupy the place of wisdom they have, of lived history in
society, but also that there be a conversation, that they talk to the
young. The young must converse with the elderly, and the elderly
with the young. And this bridge will be the transmission of wisdom
in humanity. I hope that these reflections will be of use to all of
us, in order to carry forward this reality that the prophet Joel
spoke about, that in the dialogue between the young and the
elderly, the elderly can provide dreams and the young can receive
them and carry them forward. Let us not forget that in both family
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and social culture, the elderly are like the roots of a tree: they
have all the history there, and the young are like the flowers and
the fruit. If the juice does not come, if this ‘drip’ - let’s say - does
not come from the roots, they will never be able to flourish. Let us
not forget the poet I mentioned many times: “That the blossoms
on the tree/Draw life from what lies buried beneath”, (Francisco
Luis Bernárdez). Everything beautiful that a society has is related
to the roots of the elderly. For this reason, in these catecheses, I
would like the figure of the elderly to be highlighted, so that it be
well understood that the elderly are not throwaway material: they
are a blessing for society.
––––––––––––––––
Wednesday, 2 March 2022

Catechesis on Old Age - 2.
Longevity: symbol and opportunity
Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!
In the Bible account of the genealogy of the ancestors, one is
immediately struck by their tremendous longevity: we are talking
about centuries! When does old age begin here, we wonder?
And what is the meaning behind the fact that these ancient fathers
lived so long after fathering their children? Fathers and sons living
together for centuries! This passage of time in terms of centuries,
narrated in a ritual style, confers a strong, very strong symbolic
meaning to the relationship between longevity and genealogy.
It is as though the transmission of human life, so new in the created
universe, demanded a slow and prolonged initiation . Everything
is new at the beginnings of the history of a creature who is spirit
and life, conscience and freedom, sensibility and responsibility.
New life - human life - immersed in the tension between its origin
“in the image and likeness” of God, and the fragility of its mortal
condition, represents a novelty to be discovered. And it requires
a long initiation period, in which mutual support among
generations is indispensable in order to decipher experiences
and confront the enigmas of life. During this long time, the spiritual
quality of man is also slowly cultivated.
In a certain sense, every passing epoch in human history offers
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this feeling again: it is as if we have to begin again to calmly ask
our questions on the meaning of life, when the scenario of the
human condition appears crowded with new experiences and
hitherto unasked questions. Certainly, the accumulation of cultural
memory increases the familiarity needed to face new transitions.
The times of transmission are reduced, but the times of assimilation
always require patience. The excess of haste, which by now
obsesses every stage of our life, makes every experience more
superficial and less “nourishing”. Young people are unconscious
victims of this split between the time on the clock that demands
to be rushed, and the times of life that require proper “leavening”.
A long life enables these long times and the damages of haste to
be experienced.
Old age certainly imposes a slower pace: but it is not merely a time
of inertia. Indeed, the measure of these rhythms opens up, for all,
spaces of meaning of life, unheard of by the obsession with haste.
Losing contact with the slower rhythms of old age closes up these
spaces to everyone. It is from this perspective that I wished to
establish the feast of grandparents on the last Sunday of July.
The covenant between the two poles of the generations of life children and the elderly - also helps the other two - young people
and adults - to bond with each other so as to make everyone’s
existence richer in humanity.
Dialogue between the generations is necessary. If there is no
dialogue between young people and the elderly, if there is no
dialogue, then each generation remains isolated and cannot
transmit the message. A young person who is not bonded to his
or her roots, which are the grandparents, does not receive the
strength, - like a tree gets its strength from the roots - and grows
up badly, grows up sick, grows up without points of reference.
This is why it is necessary to seek a dialogue between the
generations, as a human need. And this dialogue is important
especially between grandparents and grandchildren, who are the
two extremes.
Let us imagine a city in which co-existence among the different
ages forms an integral part of the overall plan of its habitat. Let us
think about building affectionate relationships between old age
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and youth that radiate onto the overall style of relationships. The
overlapping of the generations would become a source of energy
for a truly visible and liveable humanism. Modern cities tend to
be hostile to the elderly (and, not by chance, also to children).
This society that has this throwaway spirit and rejects many
unwanted children, it rejects the elderly: it casts them aside they are of no use - and puts them in rest homes, hospitalized.
Excess haste puts us in a blender that throws us away like confetti.
One completely loses sight of the overall picture. Each person
holds on to his or her own piece, floating on the currents of the
city-market, for which a slower pace means losses and haste is
money. The excess of haste pulverizes life: it does not make it
more intense. And wisdom requires “wasting time”. When you
return home and see your son, your daughter, and you “waste
time”, this conversation is fundamental for society. When you
return home and there is a grandfather or grandmother who is
perhaps no longer lucid or, I don’t know, has lost some of their
ability to speak, and you stay with him or with her, you are “wasting
time”, but this “waste of time” strengthens the human family. It is
necessary to spend time, time that is not lucrative, with children
and with the elderly, because they give us another ability to see
life.
The pandemic, in which we are still forced to live, has imposed –
very painfully, unfortunately – a halt to the obtuse cult of haste.
And in this period, grandparents have acted as a barrier to the
emotional “dehydration” of the youngest. The visible covenant of
the generations which harmonizes paces and rhythms, restores
to us the hope of not living life in vain. And it restores to each of
us the love for our vulnerable lives, blocking the way to the
obsession with haste, which simply consumes it. The key word
here is wasting time. I ask each one of you: do you know how to
waste time, or are you always in a hurry? “No, I’m in a rush, I
can’t…”. Do you know how to waste time with grandparents, with
the elderly? Do you know how to spend time playing with your
children, with children? This is the touchstone. Think about it.
And this restores to each person our love for our vulnerable life,
blocking, as I said, the road to obsession with haste, which just
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consumes it. The rhythms of old age are an indispensable resource
for grasping the meaning of life marked by time. The elderly have
their rhythms, but they are rhythms that help us. Thanks to this
mediation, the destination of life in the encounter with God
becomes more credible: a design that is hidden in the creation of
the human being “in his image and likeness” and is sealed in the
Son of God becoming man.
Today there is greater longevity of human life. This gives us the
opportunity to make the covenant between all stages of life grow.
Much longevity, but we must make more of the covenant. And this
also helps us to make the covenant with the meaning of life in its
entirety grow. The meaning of life is not found only in adulthood,
say, from 25 to 60 years. The meaning of life is all of it, from birth
to death, and you should be able to interact with everyone, and
also to have emotional relationships with everyone, so that your
maturity will be richer and stronger. And it also offers us this
meaning of life, which is a whole. May the Spirit grant us the
intelligence and strength for this reform: a reform is needed. The
arrogance of the time on the clock must be converted into the
beauty of the rhythms of life. This is the reform we must make in
our hearts, in the family and in society. I repeat: what must we
reform? That the arrogance of the time on the clock be converted
into the beauty of the rhythms of life. The covenant of the
generations is indispensable. A society in which the elderly do not
speak with the young, the young do not speak with the elderly,
adults do not speak with neither the elderly nor young people, is a
sterile society, without a future, a society that does not look to the
horizon but rather looks at itself. And it becomes lonely. May God
help us find the right music for this harmonious relationship among
the various ages: the little ones, the elderly, adults, everyone
together: a beautiful symphony of dialogue.
–––––––––––––––
Wednesday, 16 March 2022

Italian students from “La Zolla” Institute in Milan - St Peter’s Basilica
Catechesis of the Holy Father - Paul VI Audience Hall
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Prayer

GREETING OF HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS
TO ITALIAN STUDENTS FROM “LA ZOLLA” INSTITUTE IN MILAN
- St Peter’s Basilica
I am pleased to welcome you here and I offer a cordial welcome
to you, to your parents, to your teachers, to your grandparents:
there are many grandparents here. It is very important for you
young people and children to talk to your grandparents: very
important to speak with grandparents. It is important. Your school
of Christian inspiration is a precious reality for the area of Milan
and it offers a valuable educational service in collaboration with
families. It is important to build an educational community in
which, together with teachers, parents can be the protagonists
of the cultural growth of their children. This is the educational
pact, dialogue between parents and teachers. There is always
dialogue, for the good of young people, of children. We must
always take care of this educational pact which has been broken
several times. Dialogue and also working together, as you do,
parents and teachers. It is important to build an educational
community This is very important.
To you boys and girls, I would like to leave two keywords that come
from my heart: sharing and welcoming, Sharing and welcoming ,
let us say them together: “sharing and welcoming”. Only the
boys and girls, not the grown-ups! Say it: sharing and welcoming,
all together! [the kids repeat: sharing and welcoming]. Good,
learn them well. Sharing: do not tire of maturing together with
the people around you: classmates, parents, grandparents,
educators, friends. There is a need to “team up”, to grow not
only in knowledge, but also in weaving bonds to build a more
united and fraternal society. Because peace, which we need so
much, is built by hand through sharing. There are no machines
to build peace, no; peace is always made by hand. Peace in
families, peace in schools... And how do I handcraft it? With
my work, with my sharing.
The second word: welcome. Today’s world puts so many barriers
between people. And the result of these barriers is exclusion,
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rejection. This is dangerous, if you reject anyone. Even at school listen to this carefully boys and girls - at school sometimes there
is a classmate who is a bit strange, a bit ridiculous or who we do
not like: never reject him or her! No bullying: no, please, no bullying,
no, we are all equal. Even if a classmate is a bit unpleasant, poor
thing, I approach him or her with friendliness. Always build bridges,
do not reject anyone, please! Do not reject. Because rejection
always cause wars. The result of barriers is exclusion and rejection.
There are barriers between States, between social groups, but
also between people. And often even the phone you keep looking
at becomes a barrier that isolates you in a world that you have at
your fingertips. How beautiful it is instead to look people in the
eye, to listen to their story, to welcome their identity; to create,
through friendship, bridges with brothers and sisters of different
traditions, ethnic groups and religions. Only by doing this will we
build, with God’s help, a future of peace. I like your motto - ”Stupìti”
(amazed): it’s beautiful. Always amazed, seeing beauty, amazed
and grateful. But be careful, because there is a danger of becoming
stupid: no, no! Amazed, not stupid (Ed. the Holy Father jokes on
the meaning of the two words in Italian: stupìti which means amazed
and stupidi which means stupid) Understood?
Thank you for this encounter, thank you for your witness. I pray
for you and you, please do not forget to pray for me. And now I
ask you to think, to spare a thought: let us think of the many boys
and girls, the young people who are at war, who are suffering
today in Ukraine. They are like us, like you: six, seven, ten, 14
years old and you have a future ahead, a social security of growing
up in a peaceful society. Instead these little ones, even very small
ones, have to flee from bombs. They are suffering so much. With
the cold there is there ... Let us think of it. Each of us think of
these children, these girls, these boys, these young people. Today
they are suffering; today, 3,000 kilometres from here. Let us pray
to the Lord. I will pray and you will do so with your heart, with
your mind, pray with me:
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“Lord Jesus, I ask you for the boys, the girls, the young people
who are living under the bombs, who see this terrible war, who
have nothing to eat, who must flee by leaving home, everything.
Lord Jesus, look at these children, these young people: look upon
them and protect them. They are the victims of our pride, of us
adults. Lord Jesus, bless these children and protect them”.
Together let us pray to Our Lady to protect them: Hail Mary...
And now, in our silence, let us receive the blessing of the Lord:
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.
And thank you for this encounter: thank you, thank you. And do
not forget, don’t forget: amazed and grateful. All together: amazed
and grateful.

CATHECHESIS OF THE HOLY FATHER
Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!
The Bible narrative - with the symbolic language of the time in
which it was written - tells us something shocking. God was so
embittered by the widespread wickedness of humans, which had
become a normal lifestyle, that he thought he had made a mistake
in creating them and decided to eliminate them. A radical solution.
It might even have a paradoxical twist of mercy. No more humans,
no more history, no more judgment, no more condemnation. And
many predestined victims of corruption, violence, injustice would
be spared forever.
Does it not happen to us too sometimes - overwhelmed by the
sense of powerlessness against evil or demoralized by the
“prophets of doom” - that we think it would be better if we had not
been born? Should we give credit to some recent theories, which
denounce the human species as an evolutionary detriment to life
on our planet? All negative?
Indeed, we are under pressure, exposed to opposing demands
that confuse us. On the one hand, we have the optimism of an
eternal youth, kindled by the extraordinary progress of technology,
that depicts a future filled with machines that are more efficient
and more intelligent than us, that will cure our ills and devise for
us the best solutions to avoid dying: the world of robots. On the
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other hand, our imagination appears increasingly concentrated
on the representation of a final catastrophe that will extinguish
us. What happens with an eventual nuclear war. The “day after”
this - if there will still be days and human beings - we will have to
start again from scratch. Destroying everything to start again from
scratch. I do not want to trivialize the idea of progress, naturally.
But it seems that the symbol of the flood is gaining ground in our
subconscious. After all, the current pandemic puts a heavy weight
on our carefree representation of what matters, in life and its
destiny.
In the Bible story, when it comes to saving life on earth from
corruption and from the flood, God entrusts the task to the fidelity
of the eldest of all, the “righteous” Noah. Will old age save the
world, I wonder? In what sense? And how will old age save the
world? And what is the prospect? Life after death or just survival
until the flood?
A word of Jesus, that evokes “the days of Noah”, helps us to
explore more deeply the meaning of the bible passage we have
heard. Speaking about the end times, Jesus says, “As it was in
the days of Noah, so it will be in the days of the Son of man. They
ate, they drank, they married, they were given in marriage, until
the day when Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and
destroyed them all” (Lk 17:26-27). Indeed, eating and drinking,
taking a wife or husband, are very normal things and do not seem
to be examples of corruption. Where is the corruption? Where is
the corruption there? In reality, Jesus stresses the fact that when
human beings limit themselves to enjoying life, they lose even
the perception of corruption, which mortifies dignity and poisons
meaning. When the perception of corruption is lost, and corruption
becomes something normal: everything has its price, everything!
Opinions, acts of justice, are bought and sold. This is common in
the world of business, in the world of many professions. And even
corruption is experienced in a carefree way, as if it were part of
the normality of human well-being. When you go to do something,
and it is slow, that process of doing things is a bit slow, how often
do you hear: “Yes, but if you give me a tip, I will speed it up”. Very
often. “Give me something and I will take it further”. We are well
aware of this, all of us. The world of corruption seems to be part
of human being’s normality, and this is bad. This morning I spoke
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with a man who told me about this problem in his homeland. The
goods of life are consumed and enjoyed without concern for the
spiritual quality of life, without care for the habitat of the common
home. Everything is exploited, without concern for the mortification
and dejection that many suffer, and not even for the evil that
poisons the community. As long as normal life can be filled with
“well-being”, we do not want to think about what makes it empty
of justice and love. “But I am fine! Why should I think about
problems, about wars, about human suffering, all that poverty, all
that evil? No, I am fine. I don’t care about others”. This is the
subconscious thought that leads us towards living in a state of
corruption.
Can corruption become normal, I wonder? Brothers and sisters,
unfortunately, yes. We can breathe the air of corruption just as
we breathe oxygen. “But it is normal; if you want me to do this
faster, what will you give me?” It is normal! It is normal, but it is a
bad thing, it is not good! What paves the way for this? One thing:
the carefreeness that turns only to self-care: this is the gateway
to the corruption that sinks the lives of all of us. Corruption benefits
greatly from this no good carefreeness. When everything is going
well for someone, and others do not matter to him or her: this
thoughtlessness weakens our defences, it dulls our consciences
and it turns us - even involuntarily - into accomplices. Because
corruption is not solitary: a person always has accomplices. And
corruption always spreads, it spreads.
Old age is in a good position to grasp the deception of this
normalization of a life that is obsessed with enjoyment and empty
of an inner reality: life without thought, without sacrifice, without
beauty, without truth, without justice, without love: this is all
corruption. The special sensibility of us old people, of old age, for
the attention, thoughts and affections that make us human, should
once again become the vocation of many. And it will be a choice
of the elderly’s love for the new generations. We will be the ones
to sound the alarm, the alert: “Be aware, this is corruption, it will
bring you nothing”. There is a great need today for the wisdom of
the elderly to counteract corruption. The new generations expect
from us, the elderly, a word that is prophecy, that opens the doors
to new perspectives outside that carefree world of corruption, of
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the habit of corrupt things. God’s blessing chooses old age, for
this charism that is so human and humanizing. What is the
meaning of my old age? Each one of us elderly people can ask
ourselves this. The meaning is this: being a prophet of corruption
and saying to others: “Stop, I have taken this path and it does not
lead you anywhere! Now I will tell you about my experience”. We,
the elderly, should be prophets against corruption, just as Noah
was the prophet against the corruption of his time, because he
was the only one in whom God trusted. I ask you all - and I also
ask myself: is my heart open to being a prophet against today’s
corruption? It is a bad thing, when the elderly do not mature, and
become old people with the same corrupt habits of the young. Let
us think of the bible story of the judges of Susanna: they are the
example of a corrupt old age. And we, with this type of old age,
would not be capable of being prophets for the young generations.
And Noah is the example of this generative old age: it is not corrupt,
it is generative. Noah does not preach, he does not complain, he
does not recriminate, but rather he takes care of the future of the
generation that is in danger. We seniors must take care of the
young, of children who are in danger. He builds the ark of
acceptance and lets people and animals enter it. In his care for
life, in all its forms, Noah obeys God’s command, repeating the
tender and generous gesture of creation, which in reality, is the
very thought that inspires the command of God: a new blessing, a
new creation (cf. Gen 8:15-9, 17). Noah’s vocation remains ever
relevant. The holy patriarch must once again intercede for us.
And we, women and men of a certain age - not to say old, as
some will be offended - let us not forget that we have the possibility
of wisdom, of saying to others: “Look, this path of corruption leads
nowhere”. We must be like the good wine that, once aged, can
give a good message, not a bad one.
I appeal today to all the people who are of a certain age, not to
say old. Be careful: you have the responsibility to denounce the
human corruption in which we live and in which this way of living
of relativism proceeds, completely relative, as if everything were
legitimate. Let us move forward. The world needs strong young
people, who move forward, and wise elders. Let us ask the Lord
for the grace of wisdom.
–––––––––––
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CCBI WOMEN COMMISSION ARCH DIOCESE
VISAKHAPATNAM

WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATIONS - 2022
The women of Arch Diocese Visakhapatnam gathered at Diocesan
Pastoral Central at 10.30 am on 5th March 2022 on the occasion
of International Women’s Day Celebrations. Women from
Gnanapuram Parisith led prayer and invoked the blessings of
God amidst the gathering. Mrs. Rukimini from Butchirajapalem
welcomed the dignitaries of the day which followed the lighting
of the Lamp.
Arch Bishop Most. Rev.
Mallavarappu Prakash in his
message said to the women
that they must take the
essence of the gathering to
their own parishes. He
appreciated the efforts of the
sisters in forming the women
cell in different parishes of
the diocese and he insisted
the women cell should
function as a platform where
the women can come together, think together and support one
another at the time of need. He also taking the theme of the day
said that let all of us men and women strive towards “GENDER
AFFIRMATION – ON EQUAL FOOTING”! Our faith should help
us in this effort!
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Sr. Sajitha the secretary of women commission presented the
report of the activities of women commission so far in the diocese
through the power point presentations and it was continued by
Sr. Jacintha who clearly explained to the women the goals and
objectives of women commission and the functioning of women
cell in the parishes

The presence of provincial representatives of three congregation’s
(St. Joseph of Annecy, Canocians and St. Ann’s of Luzern) assured
the women the support of the sisters in the parishes to encourage
the ‘women cell’ activities. Sr. Prema the Provincial Councilor of
St. Ann’s Society addressed the gathering with her encouraging
message. Mrs. June the State Sports Officer of Andhra Pradesh,
who is also one of the parish member of Chinnawaltair parish
was the Chief Guest of the day. She affirmed once again the
women to use their power of faith and come out of their limited
thoughts to a wider positive outlook. She assured her support
and readiness to visit parishes to encourage women programmes.
The women from Gnanapuram and Kailasapuram Parish
performed a meaningful dance fitting to the theme of the day
played a wonderful reality skit where they shared their experience
of educating their girl children and in turn today they are proud of
themselves.
A thought provoking dance
performance was done by
the community college
students of St. Joseph
institute. Finally there
came the tribal dance
performance of Arraku parish women that provoked a spontaneous
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response of all guests and women to step up to the stage and
joined hands with them and take the rejoicing steps with joy. The
celebrations came to an end by 1.30 pm with the meals together.

There were 120 women from 16 parishes who participated in the
programme. All of them felt very happy and went back with a
determination to initiate and involve in more activities in their
parishes.
Sr. Sajitha

NOTE TO BISHOPS AND EPISCOPAL CONFERENCES
ON THE CELEBRATION OF HOLY WEEK 2022
During the Easter festivities of past years, marked by the difficult
situation of the pandemic, the Congregation for Divine Worship
and the Discipline of the Sacraments offered guidelines to help
Bishops in their task of assessing concrete situations and providing
for the spiritual good of pastors and faithful in their celebration of
Holy Week, the centre of the entire liturgical year.
In view of the ongoing slowdown of the pandemic, albeit at different
rates in individual countries, we do not intend to offer any further
guidelines for the Holy Week celebrations. The experience that
the Episcopal Conferences have gained in recent years is certainly
sufficient to deal with the various situations in the most appropriate
ways, always taking care to observe the ritual norms contained in
the liturgical books.
We would therefore like to urge everyone to be prudent and avoid
actions and behaviour that could potentially be a risk. Every
assessment and decision should always be made in agreement
with the Episcopal Conference, which will take into due consideration
the regulations that the competent civil authorities of the various
countries adopt.
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In recent days the Holy Father has repeatedly invited us to pray,
asking God for the gift of peace for Ukraine, so that this “repugnant
war” may come to an end. Together with Ukraine we would also
like to recall all the other conflicts, which are unfortunately always
numerous, in many countries of the world, a situation that Pope
Francis has described as a piecemealthird world war. In the
Celebration of the Passion of the Lord on Good Friday, the liturgy
invites us to raise our petitions to God for the Church and for the
whole world. In the Solemn Intercessions we will invoke the Lord
for those in public office (prayer IX) that our God and Lord may
direct their minds and hearts according to his will for the true
peace and freedom of all, and for those in tribulation (prayer X)
that all may rejoice, because in their hour of need your mercy
was at hand. Let us now make these prayers our own for all our
brothers and sisters who are experiencing the horror of war,
particularly in Ukraine.
We would point out that “in a situation of grave public need, the
Diocesan Bishop may permit or order the addition of a special
intention” (MissaleRomanum, editio typica tertia,p. 314, n. 13).
Let the celebration of Easter bring to all peoples the hope that
comes solely from the resurrection of the Lord
From the Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of
the Sacraments, 25 March 2022, Solemnity of the Annunciation
of the Lord.
Vittorio Francesco Viola, O.F.M.
Archbishop Secretary
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TRIEKA SANGAMAM
(in Yanam Parish)

The present Catholic Church in Yanam has been serving the
Faithful since 1846 A D. It took, understandably 11 years for its
construction. A Well was dug during the time of its construction
that water from it be made use in building works. Eventually, being
one of the only three wells in Yanam giving water for drinking
purpose - while the rest of the wells have been springing forth
only salt water and due to its location, this well had become the
main source of water for the people of different walks of life. People
from neighboring areas were quenching their thirst from the waters
of this well. It had never been an exaggeration to say that this
well was the primary source of Drinking water for the entire vicinity
for more than one and a half century. With scientific developments
in place, the modern world has begun using the technological
advancements. People of Yanam started using mechanically &
scientifically purified water for a Score or more years. Gradually
the use of this well water has been limited for the inmates. But
the oral tradition concerning this well has no barrier in its
transmission from one generation to the next.
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One hundred and Seventy Six years is the age of St Ann’s R C M
Church, Yanam. In these many long years of its existence it has
been containing in it pilgrims, devotees, tourists and etc. The one
visits this Church once is gripped to it once for all and does the
same again and again becoming its ambassador/advocate. God
experience is the tag line the visitor believed to be carrying along
with. It has become a general truth through the ‘word of mouth’
that in this place there is a sure hope of having the Maternal
Blessings of the Holy Mother of God.
Vast majority of the Shrine’s visitors are belonging to non Christian
faiths or the faithful of denominational churches. The rich tradition
of the Catholic Faith is Greek and Latin to these sections of people.
“How can we,” they say, “unless someone explains it to us?” (Acts
8.31- slightly qualified).
Keeping in mind of its antiquity, giving it more sublimity, addressing
the advancements of Conciliar and post conciliar directions of the
Magisterium concerning Divine Liturgy, working at a blend of
beauty and history with ecclesiastical approval and benefitting
from indigenous sources ‘Trieka sangamam’ has been worked
out. The project contains in it i. A permanent tableau-‘jeeva jala
oota’, ii. Depiction of Luminous Mysteries and iii. Renovation of
the Sanctuary.
‘Jeeva Jala Oota’: “If you knew the gift of God and who it is that
asks you for a drink, you would have asked him and he would
have given you living water” (Jn. 4.10). History of the Well vouches
for the voice of the Lord. The biblical episode perfectly matches
with the oral tradition about the well and the vicinity. A permanent
tableau with the narration of the history of the well and excerpts
from the Gospel according St John (Chapter: 4) located centrally
in our church campus will provide opportunity for the faithful/visitor
to live and let live the past, present and future of the vicinity. Water
from this age old well is now processed through a Reverse
Osmosis plant and purified mineral water is supplied to the
devotees. This way the history is repeated and people cherish
the bygone days of their association with the well drawing water
from it for drinking purpose.
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Luminous Mysteries: Life of Christ here on earth is a divine
mystery. Good Holy Pope—St John Paul II made it devotionally
cherished by every catholic believer making it an integral part of
the Holy Rosary. But for a devotee of other faiths and of
denominational churches especially for a simple lay person, the
introduction into the Life of Christ through an illustration is
worthwhile. A good soul visiting the Shrine campus will now go
carrying an imprint of the life of Christ borne on ones heart and
through the activity of the Holy Spirit it may further increase the
chances of enlightenment.
Renovation of Sanctuary: For ages altogether people of all
walks of life and of various faiths from various parts (from city
and country) are passionately attached to this Shrine. An
ambience of ‘feel good’ in the presence of the Lord; ‘Mount Tabor’
experience is made manifest with the select apostles (of three)
advising the visiting faithful “it is good for us to be here” (Mk. 9.5).
Presidential Chair, Altar of Sacrifice and Lectern are the present
day prerequisites in the Catholic Church. This demand was met
in the present undertaking carving them in the antique
parameters.
A pleasant and prayerful atmosphere is added by arranging fans
at convenient heights above the devotees. Stations of the Cross
are put in display and nice Pews are arranged for the devotees
spend time in front of the Blessed Sacrament in comfortable
composed serenity.
His Grace Most Rev. Dr. M Prakash, our archbishop blessed
this project on March 9, 2022 in the presence of the Clergy,
Religious and the Faithful gathered for the annual pilgrim feast
and dedicated for the benefit of the Faithful visiting the Shrine.

Ad maiorem Dei gloriam
Fr Polamarasetty Mariadas
Parish Priest, Yanam
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In Loving Memory of

Most Rev. Addagattala China Innayya
Bishop Emeritus of Srikakulam Diocese
Most Rev. Addagatla Innayya was born in Ravipadu, Guntur
District on 2nd May 19937 one of three children to Aseervadam
and Agnesamma. After completing his high school studies in
St. Anthony’s High School, Maharanipet entered the Minor
Seminary. He finished his minor seminary studies in
Mariapuram Minor Seminary of Cuddapah. Philosophy and
Theology in St. John’s Major Seminary, Nellore and completed
his priestly studies in St. John’s Major Seminary in Hyderabad.
He was ordained to the priesthood on 4th January 1965 in
Saluru together with his companions Most Rev. Mulagada
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John, Msgr. Joji Babu K. and Fr. V. Ambrose. Most Rev. Dr. Baud
ordained him.
He was initially assigned to serve Holy Family Church, Bathili. In
the years that followed i.e. 1965 to 1968, he was sent for college
studies to Loyola College in Vijayawada. He finished B.Ed. in
Maharaja College in Vizianagaram 1979-71.
He was appointed as Headmaster and Correspondent of St.
Theresa RCM High School, Peddaboaddepalli. Together with High
School, he was also correspondent of Elementary school, Boarding
and Parish Priest for some years. Here he was fifteen years (till
1985), during his tenure as Headmaster of the High School, he
used to get 100% pass outs in the SSC Public examination. The
school became very famous both in studies, discipline and sports
and games. He was known for his duty and discipline. In the
year 1985 from Boddepalli High School he was transferred to St.
Anthony’s High School at Maharanipet, Visakhapatnam. He
became incharge of the boarding and elementary school for four
years i.e. till 1989. This period he was also vicar General of the
diocese.
In 1989 he was nominated as the second Bishop of Nalgonda
by St. Pope John Paul II. The announcement as Bishop is 6th May
1989. He was consecrated on 29th June 1989 in Gnanapuram –
the consecrators were Most Rev. K. Mariadas, Archbishop S.
Arulappa, Mulagada John(Bishop of Eluru) and Gali Bali (Bishop
of Guntur) He took up the Diocese of Nalgonda on 6th July 1989.
He was there for four years and then transferred to the newly
erected Diocese of Srikakulam, which was separated from the
Archdiocese of Visakhapatnam in 1993. He was installed as the
first bishop of the diocese of Srikakulam on 4th November 1994.
He remained as the first Bishop of Srikakulam for 25 years. At the
time of his coming to the diocese, Srikakulam District was
backward in all aspects and no development. Among the officials
the talk was that Srikakulam is a punishment place.
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After taking up the charge of the Diocese, he made thorough
survey of the diocese in the areas of Pastoral, Educational, Social
and health with the priests of the diocese. He took initiative to
promote vocations to increase the number of the priests, invited
different men and women religious congregations.
By nature he is educationist, he saw the poor catholic families
and their children without proper education. He established
boarding homes for boys and girls in different parishes and
elementary & High school education was given freely without
collecting any rupee from them. Till his retirement he maintained
the boarding homes and Telugu medium schools without collecting
any fee. He wanted pave better platform for the girl education.
He encouraged the girls to go for further studies like Intermediate,
Degree. He educated more than 150 girls in Bsc Nursing, General
Nursing. Costly fee and boarding expenses were bore by the
diocese. Industrial Training center (ITC) a boon for the young
students. Tailoring center for widows and dropout girls is another
successive adventure to help the women. Lab Technician course
also helping a good number of students to equip themselves with
the course to work in the labs.
Another factor where he concentrated is health. He initiated free
mobile clinic. The medicine was given freely to the patients.
Pastorally he erected new parishes according to the need and
established parish churches, parish houses and village chapels.
The mile stones are of Bishop’s House, Cathedral, Pastoral centre
and Pilgrimage center. The necessary infrastructure is made
available to the new bishop.
As the Bishop, he rendered his services as Delegate of St. John’s
Seminary, Hyderabad and. He was the chairman for Education
and Chairman for Vocations on regional level.
****************
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In Loving Memory of

Rev. Fr. Souriamkuzhy Philip, msfs
Stella Maris, Visakhapatnam

Rev. Fr. Souriamkuzhy Philip, MSFS, was born on 6th November 1935
in a devout Catholic family of Mr. Mathew and Mrs. Thresia at
Kanjirappally, Kottayam, Kerala. After completing his Secondary
education in Parathodu, he joined in the Congregation of the
Missionaries of St. Francis de Sales at Mission Home, Palai, Kerala
in the year 1955. He did his Novitiate at Salesianum, Visakhapatanm
and made his first profession on 6th May 1960. He completed his
philosophical and Theological studies at Pontifical Athaneum, Poona.
He was ordained Deacon on 1st June1964 and was ordained a Priest
on 2nd December 1964 in Bombay by Bishop Cordeiro.

Place of Ministry and the Year:
Place of Ministry
Philip Nagar
Arumanoor,
Mount Mary Seminary
Ettumanoor
S. Kota
Godavary

Designation
Assistant Rector

Year
1965-1966

….
Procurator
Assistant Parish Priest
Parish Priest

1966-1967
1967-1971
1971-1974
1974-1979
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Prathipadu
S. Kota
Chinna Waltair
Chirala
Janampeta
Kothapally
Nunna
Ibrahimpatnam
Nidadavole
Araku
St. Aloysius ITI, Auto Nagar
St. Aloysius School
Paderu
Stella Maris

Parish Priest
Parish Priest
Parish Priest
Parish Priest
Procurator
Parish Priest
Parish Priest
Parish Priest
Rector
Parish Priest
Superior and Correspondent
Rector and Correspondent
Parish Priest
Rest

1979-1982
1982-1985
1985-1990
1990-1994
1994-1995
1995-1996
1996-1998
1998-2005
2005-2007
2007-2013
2013-2015
2015-2017
2017-2018
2018-2022

Rev. Fr. Souriamkuzhy Philip MSFS, entered into his eternal abode
on 31st March 2022.

Heartfelt Condolences to
REV. FR. ARJI PRAKASH
March 18th was a day of sorrow
to Rev. Fr. Arji Prakash and his
family members who lost
their beloved one, Mrs.
Bennada Bangaramma
grand mother of Fr. A.
Prakash. Let us all pray
for the repose soul of Mrs.
Bennada Bangaramma
that she may enjoy the
everlasting bliss. We the clergy
and religious of Visakhapatnam
Archdiocese express our deep sorrow and heartfelt
condolence to our beloved Fr. A. Prakash and to all their
family members and relatives.
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The Days To Remember

A
P
R
I
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Fr. Anthayya Killada
Fr. Mohan Prasad Ommi
Fr. Velangani Rao Siripuram
Fr. Boddu Sunil
Fr. Killada Anand
Fr. Bunga Balaraju
Fr. Morsa Rayappa
Fr. Harry Philips
Fr. Peter Senapathi
Fr. Chinnappa Kothapalli
Fr. Velangini Sekhar Sabbavarapu
Fr. Dominic Savio Gompa
Fr. Manoj Kumar Boddapati
Fr. Sudhakar Sivvam
Fr. Prakash Rao Arji
Fr. Jacob Gunana
Fr. John Prakash Jonnada
Fr. Thomas Elavunkal
Fr. Madugu David Raju
Fr. Pushpanadham Annu
Fr. Varghese Chaparath
Fr. Varghese Kollamparambil
Fr. Varghese Kalapurakudiyil
Fr. Balashowry Duggimpudi
Fr. Mariaratnam Yejjala
Fr. Valangani Rao SIripuram
Fr. Velangani Ramesh Kumar Y.
Fr. Alamanda Santhosh
Fr. Joseph Anithottam
Fr. Paramjyothi Duppalapudi
Fr. Jeevan Babu Puvvala
Fr. Vijaya Bhaskar Sivvam
Fr. Suresh Chilikoti
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Birthday

10

Ordination Day

11

Ordination Day

12

Ordination Day

14

Ordination Day

16
17
17
23

Birthday
Ordination Day
Birthday
Ordination Day

23

Feast Day

24

Ordination Day

24

Birthday

26

Ordination Day

28

Ordination Day
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NECHROLOGY
“Eternal Rest grant to them, O, Lord;
Let perpetual light shine upon them.
01 -04-1850 Bro. Peirre Carton msfs, 45 years, died at Vizag
01 -04-1982 Fr. Francis Tornier msfs, 79 years, died at Geneva
03 -04-1949 Fr. Cyrille Ailloud msfs, 77 years, died at Bheemunipatnam
04 -04-1983 Fr. Thomas Parel, 81 years, died at Srikakulam
05 -04-1873 Fr. Hyppolite Moenne Loccoz msfs, 25 years, died at Karikotte, Orissa.
05 -04-1947 Fr. Soma Shourie Reddy msfs, 36 years, died at Vizag
07-04-2018 Fr. Anthony Parayil, 87years, died at vizag
07 -04-1990 Fr. Paul Thayyil msfs, 57 years, died at Vizag
08 -04-1979 Fr. Lyons Alfred Fillon msfs, 73 years, died at Lyons
09 -04-1890 Fr. Pierre Bozon-Bontemps msfs, 60 years, died at Kamptee
09- 04-2018 Bro. Jacob Vattachira msfs, 84years, died at Vizag
11 -04-1920 Fr. Claude Raymond Montagnoux msfs, 79 years, died at Kamptee
12-04-1880 Fr. Philippe Richard Cugnet msfs, 55 years, died at Vizag
15 -04-1966 Fr. Emile Gaston Poncelle msfs, 59 years, died at Sallaches, Savoy
18 -04-2014 Fr. Abraham Chirayil msfs, 86 years, died at Vizag
21 -04-1945 Fr. Mathew Kudakacherry msfs, 38 years, died at Vizag
24 -04-1907 Fr. Jean Marie Descombes msfs, 51 years, died at Marsaille, France
26-04-1999 Fr. Joseph Britto Francis msfs, 44 years, died at Pondicherry
28 -04-1914 Fr. Joan Marie Rassat msfs, 74 years, died at Gnanapuram
28 -04-1937 Fr. Jean Meynet msfs, 77 years, died at Friboury
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